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Abstract— Herein there are the results of a tool and visual 

assessment of condition of excavations, border massif of rocks 

and anchor support elements influenced by flooding and 

further drainage, seismic and shock waves dynamic loading 

and high temperature short-pulse. The extent and term of the 

mine being under flooded condition has been determined. The 

results of the durability tests of an-choring rods of various 

profiles are given for the roofs and sides of the mine working. 

It has been figured out that distribution of probability of the 

hardening force of the anchors in blast-holes in the roof of the 

mine working meets the normal law of distribution. There are 

analyzed results of radar shooting of the roof taken by 

georadar OKO-2's. It has been figured out that the height of 

rock breaking of the roof of the mine working changes 0.2 to 

2.25 m; comparison to the theoretical height of the roof arch 

has been made. The assessment of tendency of the coal massif 

to water saturation has been made, the height of water 

saturation of the roof rocks has been determined. It has turned 

out that that the height of moistening depends on the arch 

stability of rocks formed during the time of test. It has been 

determined that water saturation of the rocks leads to decrease 

in specific cohesion of the fastening structure of chemical 

ampoules with shot walls. Ascertain the values of seismic waves 

speed propagation from blasting, oscillation speed, 

displacements and relative de-formations of rock massif.  

Keywords—underground mining, the maintenance of mine 

workings, bolt, flood, explosion, resistance, seismic wave, shock 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The accident on «Raspadskaya» coal mine (Russia, 
Kemerovo region) in May of 2010’s had not only loss of 
life’s but also damage an enormous mine workings. As a 
result of flooding and further drainage, seismic and shock 
waves dynamic loading a majority of workings support was 
damaged. Also there was 13 accidents on Kuzbass coal 
mines with human victims over the past 20 years. A lot of 
these accidents caused by methane and coal dust blasts 
connected with seismic and shock waves spreading and high 
temperature short-pulse in the area of the explosion. The 
spontaneous flooding of the mines often use for accident 
elimination at fire formation. 

Above-described a long-time mine workings maintaince, 
supported by bolts, and subjection of negative anthropogenic 
factors on bolts stability and surrounding massif 
deformations problems are poorly studied and has a high 
relevance for future investigations.. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The research objects was elements of anchorage and 
surrounding massif. It was based on PJSC «Raspadskaja 
ugolnaja kompanija» and OJSC «SUEK-Kuzbass» pits 
conditions. 

There was mine workings located on 3-3а, 7-7а, 9, 10 
working seams within the research program on 
«Raspadskaya» coal mine. The total length of surveyed 
workings was about 60 km. The «Raspadskaya» coal mine 
mine workings was subjected by seismic waive twice: first 
time – as a result of methane blast (the volume of gas was 
about 600 m3) in a pillar 5а-6-18 goaf near the breakthrough 
5 (fig 1, 2, 3)  



Fig. 1. The location of explosion  hypocenter on opening scheme 
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Fig. 2. The Raspadskaia mine stratigraphy 

May 8 2010 at 11:55 p.m.; second time – May 9 2010 at 
03:55 a.m. as a result of huge deposits of coal dust blasting 
located on a mine workings surface in mining district №8 the 
infinite beam was only subjected to uniform load, the static 

equilibrium relationship can be known [20]： 

 

Fig. 3. The location of explosion epicenter on mine map (pillar 5a-6-18) 

III. FIELD MEASUREMENT 

Besides subjection of seismic wave, mine working was 
subjected by direst and reflected shock waves. In ended up 
with more than 300 km. of minу workings were subjected by 
dynamic loading.  From a total length, 39 mine workings 
were flooded. The total length of flooded workings as 20.2 
km. (fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4. The distance allocation of flooded mine workings according 

location 

The survey was conducted according the methodology [1] 
and federal law [2, 3, 8]. The working group estimate real 
state did drawings, measurement and finally prepared the 
certificate of inspec-tion for each mine workings survey. The 
anchorage elements was evaluated visually, the tightening 
torque of nuts was checked by torque wrench KDM-5. The 
bolts was loaded by hydraulic jack PKA-1 of PKA-3. The 

mine workings dimensions were measured by roulette of 
supersonic meter.  

The evaluation of working flooding on bolts stability and 
surrounding massif deformations was estimated by bolts 
loading and by the comparison of real specific cohesion of 
the fastening structure of chemical ampoules with shot walls 
and bolts. Using the real data of specific cohesion of the fas-
tening structure of chemical ampoules with shot walls it 
could be possible to estimate surrounding massif conditions. 
Using the real data of specific cohesion of the fastening 
structure of chemical ampoules with bolts it could be 
possible to estimate fastening structure properties. In 
addition there were analyzed results of radar shooting of the 
roof taken by georadar OKO-2's [4].  

 The statistical series was received as a result of bolt 
loading series in roof and wall of workings located on 3-3а, 
7-7а, 9, 10 working seams. After that was drawed bolts 
loading distribution lines. It has been established that the 
probability of bolts force fastening described by normal 
distribution law:  
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In the type: σх – the standard deviation of loading; хi – 
the loading force; mx – the mathematical expectation 
(average value). 

The mine workings roof supported by steel bolts with 
inch (AV-20 type) or metric (ASP-20 type) threads. Fig 5. 
illustrates the roof bolts loading distribution line with inch 
thread in the holes. The mathematical expectation was 97,05 
кН, standard deviation was 8,25 кН. The mathematical 
expectation of metric thread roof bolts was 73,05 кН, 
standard deviation was 7,69 кН. The differ-ence between 
mathematical expectation values of inch and metric threads 
bolts in roof explained by the fact of different maximum 
breaking load of steel armature with various threads.  

 The mine workings walls supports by steel bolts (АVR-
16, АVR-20, АSP-20 types) and expan-sion bolts (SHK-1М 
type). The mathematical expectation of steel metric thread 
walls bolts was 45,37 кН, standard deviation was 9,44 кН. 
The difference between mathematical expectation values of 
inch threads bolts in roof and walls explained by the fact of 
different fastening length using chemical ampoules with 
polyurethane compound. According Russian Technical rules 
[2], the minimum fastening length for roof bolts is 0.9 m., for 
walls bolts if 0.45 m. 



Fig. 5. The steel bolt (inch thread) loading distribution line in workings 

roof 
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Using the mathematical expectation values it could be 
possible to determine the specific cohesion of the fastening 
structure of chemical ampoules with shot walls and bolts. 
The specific cohesion of the fastening structure of chemical 
ampoules with shot walls can be determined by this way: 
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The specific cohesion of the fastening structure of 
chemical ampoules with bolts can be deter-mined by this 
way: 
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In the type: ℓ – the length of bolt fastening; К - the 
coefficient of deteriorating conditions in the holes (К= 0,6); 
dh – the hole’s diameter (dh = 30 mm); db  – the bolt’s 
diameter (db = 20 mm);; mx –  the mathematical expectation 
(average value), кН. 

 

 The results interpretation of bolts stability was made 
according to recent investigations [9–14]. The calculation (2, 
3) results shown in table 1. 

TABLE I.  POLYURETHANE COMPOUND ADHESION WITH HOLE AND BOLT 

Bolt types mx, кН ℓ, (m) τh, MPа τb, МPа Notice 

 Roof rocks  

Steel inch thread bolts 
97 1 1,71 2,57 

In normal conditions: 

τh= 8,2 МPа; τb= 8,9 МPа 

Steel metric thread bolts 
73 1 1,29 1,93 

In normal conditions: 
τh= 8,2 МPа; τb= 8,9 МPа 

 Walls rocks  

Steel bolts with mixed thread 
45 0,5 1,59 2,38 

In normal conditions: 

τh= 2,8-3,4 Мпа; τb= 8,9 МПа 

 

It is certainly that mine workings flooding reduced the 
polyurethane compound adhesion with hole and bolts. It has 
been established that water saturation of surrounding massif 
can reduce the specific cohesion of the fastening structure of 
chemical ampoules with shot walls on 80-85 % in workings 
roof and on 48 % on walls. 

The georadar OKO-2's was applied for roof rocks 
stability and stratification and also for rocks water saturation 
tendency research. The principle of georadar OKO-2's 
operation based on radar processes [4, 6]. The georadar 
survey made with parallel profiles system. The length of 
each profile was up to 100 m. The distance between parallel 
profiles was up to 10 cm. The radargrams compared with 

mining-and-geological conditions and with visual survey. 
The most completely georadar survey was made at 4’s 
intervening block of seam №9  [6]. Ac-cording to results of 
georadar survey, the roof rocks has water saturation tendency 
in the conditions of «Raspadskaya» coal mine. There are a 
lot of factors influencing on water saturation degree. But the 
main factor is moisture capacity connected with natural rock 
openness. Rock moistening condi-tioned by workings 
flooding, was the reason of decompression expansion and 
weakening. Joint sys-tems are closed and surrounding massif 
becomes more monolithic. But at the same time are decreas-
ing the physical-mechanical properties and friction angle [7, 
12]. The main physical-mechanical properties of bedrocks 
shown in table 2. 

TABLE II.   PHYSICAL-MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF BEDROCKS 

Physical-mechanical 
properties 

Sandstone Sandstone and aleurolite 
overlaytion 

Aleurolite Clay stone Conglomerates 

Protodiyakonov 

hardness 
716 

10,6 

514 

7,3 

1,512,0 

6,7 

35 

4 

78 

7,5 

Total rock 
openness, % 

1,217,1 
3,78 

0,976,45 
3,26 

0,198,11 
4,68 

2,335,71 
4,02 

3,484,26 
3,87 

Natural moisture 

content, % 
0,582,64 

1,50 

0,913,47 

1,93 

1,143,47 

2,13 

2,763,02 

2,89 

0,991,06 

1,02 

Water absorption, % 0,341,93 
1,15 

0,671,69 
1,19 

0,351,67 
1,03 

2,11 
0,91,25 

1,07 

 
The hydrogeological properties of investigated coal 

seams are differ significantly. Some coal seams are 
hydrophobic (coal seams №9, 7-7а). 

It has been established that flooding of conveyor incline 4-9 
lead to roof rocks water saturation mainly extend within 
natural arch. The average height of water saturation areas 
was 1,25-1,5 m., the height of roof rocks stratification was 
uniform thickness - 0,8-1,2 m. [6].    

 

Fig. 6. The radargram of roof rocks at conveyor incline 4-9 (stake 86-84 

area) 
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The one of the main results of research was high 
correlation between natural arch height taken by theoretical 
bases of professor Protodiyakonov and arch height taken by 
georadar survey (fig. 7). The height of the stratification of 
rocks in the roof varies from 0,2 m. to 2,5 m, (line 2, fig. 7), 
the theory-based calculated height of the collapse cave in the 
roof varies from 0,15 m. to 2,8 m (line 1, fig. 7). 

According to professor Protodiyakonov theory [12] the 
natural arch height can be determined by this way: 
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 In the type: Bc – the natural arch height; a  - the half 
width of working; c – the width of the slide prism; f – the 
rock hardness; Kc –  the coefficient of structural weakening 
of rocks, taking into ac-count the maintaining life of working; 

h - the height of working;  


 - angle of internal friction of 
rock. 

 

Fig. 7. T Floor arch height distribution lines: 1 – drawing by a theoretical 

evaluation: 2 – drawing by radiolocation survey.  

It has been confirmed that using georadar survey and 
radargram designing can identify location of rooks 
stratification areas, open rock jointing’s and cavity’s, the 
water saturation areas, the height of natural arch at 
surrounding massif. 

The elevation of seismic waves subjections on bolts 
stability and surrounding massif defor-mations were made in 
the conditions of OJSC «SUEK-Kuzbass» « Taldinskaya-
Zapadnaya-2» coal mine. The anchorage of incline air shaft 
cyclically loaded by large-scale blasts at « Zarechnyi» coal 
opencast [15]. The explosive mass for one cycle of blasting 
is 8000 kg.  

The incline air shaft is 2210 m. length and was drivaged 
from surface to +180 sublevel. It has square cross-section 
and supported by steel bolts. For elevation of seismic wave’s 
subjections on incline air shaft support was installed 
observation stations.  

The research was conducted according the complex 
methodology including surface and under-ground 
observations [15]. The surface observations contain 
determination of seismic wave’s speed and oscillation 
amplitude from blast epicenter to incline air shaft. The 
underground observation contain estimation of rock mass 
stresses around incline air shaft and support load capacity.  

The results of seismogram analysis were speed and 
amplitude-frequency parameters evaluation of seismic waves. 
The permissible oscillation speed of surrounding massif is 
one of the most important blasting parameter regulated by 
Joint Institute’s of Physics of the Earth of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences scale of oscillation intensity [16]. 

The permissible (maximum) speed of rocks oscillation 
for underground mine workings, maint-anced  more than 5 
years, regulated by recommendations [17]: 

 ,105,18 16.1

3.2

7
0

T
р e

    

In the type: V0 - the permissible speed of rocks 
oscillations, cm/s;  Vp - the longitudinal speed of seismic 
waves, m/s (for bed rocks -  3400 m/s, for coal massif -  2600 
m/s); Т – the incline shaft lifetime, years. 

Therefore, the bed rocks permissible speed of oscillations: 

,453400105,18
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Therefore, the coal massif permissible speed of 

oscillations: 

,352600105,18
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The relative longitudinal deformation of rocks massif 

caused by maximum speed of oscillations: 



р



 0  

In the type:  - the relative deformation; 0 - the 

permissible speed of rocks oscillations, cm/s; p
- the 

longitudinal speed of seismic waves, m/s. 

The relative deformation of bedrocks: 

4103,1
5104,3

45
п




  

The relative deformation of coal seam №70: 

4
у 103,1

5106,2

35 



 

For underground mine working the range of permissible 
deformation is from 1•10-4 to 5•10-4 [17] For temporary 
mine workings the permissible deformation can archive 
greater values. According to importance criteria, all 
underground mine workings divide in to 4 classes.  
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For incline shafts with 8 9 years lifetime the 
permissible deformation is 2•10-4 (value for second class of 
importance). It can bу obvious from above calculation that 
surrounding massif deformation from large-scale blasts at 
coal opencast less than the permissible deformation: 

1,3•10-4 < 2•10-4 (for bedrocks) 

1,3•10-4 < 2•10-4 (for coal seam №70) 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

(1) The obtained results of literature analyses and field 
measurements shows that mine workings supported by bolts 
has a high resistance to seismic and shock waves dynamic 
loadings subjection in the comparison with another types of 
supporting. Shock waves have a huge affect to elements of 
anchorage. All sticking elements of anchorage were damaged: 
mesh-wire lagging, roof covers, sticking parts of bolts. The 
adhesion and cohesion of the fastening structure of chemical 
ampules saved after dynamic loadings and high temperature 
short-pulse. 

(2) It has been established that that happen intensive 
decrease of rocks physical-mechanical properties under 
water saturation influence. It should be incorporate on stage 
of support parameters design then mine workings are driving 
through the water-saturated rocks. It also important to opera-
tively revise the parameters of support in the dripping rocks 
areas. Particular attention to changes in physical-mechanical 
properties of rocks should be given during the clearing out 
and reripping of workings located in the flooding zone and 
subsequent dehumidification. 

(3) It has been established that the oscillations speed and 
deformations of surrounding massif, the anchor support 
elements, under the dynamic effects of seismic waves caused 
by large-scale blasts on the surface or blasts of the methane 
gas, are lower maximum permissible values. The influ-ence 
of blasting is expressed in an increase in the speed of 
displacements of the contour layers of the roof. The speed 
and values of the displacements of the surrounding massif, in 
this case, directly de-pend on the intensity and frequency of 
the blasts. With low-frequency dynamic impacts (blasts of 
methane gas or coal dust in underground mine workings), the 
values of the displacements will not have any noticeable 
effect on the stability of the anchorage and the workings as a 
whole. If the high-frequency dynamic impacts (mass blasts 
on the surface) are prolonged from 6 months, the dis-
placement will amount to 40 mm. and will require the 
development of design and constructive measures to 
strengthen the support in the workings. The most optimal is 
the consideration of poten-tial displacements from blasting 
operations on the surface at the chart support design stage, in 
order to correct the density of the bolts installation and the 
length of the bolts. 
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